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The big winners were clothing and home improvement

items. Home Depot Inc and Lowe's saw sales increase by 9

percent along with their counterparts in that sector.

Electronics were off slightly after enjoying some

spectacular years. 

Conversely, department store sales were down and growth

was only at an anemic 1.3 to two-percent during the past

three years. Store closures helped to weigh down this

number.

Brick and mortar store’s Internet sales still remained

strong though. Many people conduct all of their shopping

online and skip the check-out lines and crowds. That is the

trend and the discounts, convenience and assortment

HOW DID RETAILERS FARE
DURING THE HOLIDAY
SEASON?

There was a time when everyone went to the mall to shop. 

Brick and mortar was the only choice and stores were 

crowded as a result. When online shopping first appeared, 

people were skeptical and weary of providing their credit 

card information or trusting any part of the process. 

Amazon was making some strides early on with gaining 

market share, but the appetite for the Internet and 

shopping had not yet caught on.

Those first transactions officially began in 1994, a year 

before Amazon opened its doors. What prompted most of 

the shopping from home that year was catalog and TV 

shopping channel purchases over the phone.  Incredibly, 

that year, there were 98 million consumers who purchased

$60 billion of goods from home. Calling an 800-number 

was the first foray into shopping from home before the 

real concept of ecommerce exploded.

The Internet was still largely a mystery to many back then 

and the equipment used to connect to the Internet was 

not commonly understood. Electronic shopping malls 

were soon to follow and ecommerce became more 

accepted in the subsequent two decades.

By the fourth quarter of 1999, ecommerce sales had hit

$5.3 billion. 

Online Sales Explode

During 2018, the end-of-the-year holiday season saw sales 

up 5.1 percent over the previous year to $850 billion.  This 

was the best season in six years.  Sales over the Internet 

increased 19.1 over 2017.

In addition to the convenience that online purchasing 

offers; lowered tax rates, low unemployment and lower 

gas costs also spurred the increases sales numbers.
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offered online is winning out.

Several retailers have adopted a hybrid mode where

customers can order off of their websites and pick up the

items locally at a retail outlet. Large retailers like Walmart

and Target have increased utilization of this one-off

ecommerce practice and Walmart has even added grocery

shopping to the mix. These pickup sales have increased by

47 percent over 2017, according to Adobe Analytics.

The 2018 holiday season was the best for online retailer

Amazon, according to the company’s Worldwide

Consumer Division CEO, Jeff Wilke.

With consumer confidence remaining high and

competition leading to lower prices, retail sales have seen

a banner year. For ecommerce, the trend over the past 25

years has been towards more acceptance, more

participation and more ease-of-use. 

all play into the decision to choose one approach over the

other.

Many famous investors have fallen on either side of these

strategies with Warren Buffett and John Neff on the value

side and Thomas Rowe Price, Jr., a fan of the growth

approach. Investor Peter Lynch would adapt whichever of

these approaches worked best at the time.

The U.S. stock market continued its climb until late

September.  That is when the trend started to reverse and

more downside volatility entered the markets. There was a

correction in February with a subsequent recovery.

Volatility continued, but with a steady rise starting in the

Spring with bouts of downward pressure. After September

20, the rollercoaster ride saw more peaks and troughs until

it plunged in December. Some end-of-year rallies saw

some recover after Christmas with a record-breaking day

and increase of more than 6 percent between December 26

and 28.

GROWTH VS VALUE STOCKS
PERFORMANCE

For many astute investors, there are often two schools of 

thought on stock selection; value or growth. Many 

investors ascribe to the value school because they like the 

idea of buying out-of-favor stocks that might have had a 

temporary set-back but could offer a lot of upside. They 

are more likely to pay dividends and may also be more 

appealing to those who are risk-adverse.

The growth stock camp believes that the stocks they 

choose offer growth because of profit or revenue growth. 

These companies reinvest earnings back into the 

company.  The growth camp is often willing to take on a 

little additional risk and forego dividends in the hopes for 

a respectable upside. They often also need to be a little 

more risk tolerant and ride out more potential volatility.

The tug-of-war between these two investment 

philosophies have waxed and waned over the years, as 

institutional and retail investors take sides during any 

market cycle. Upside potential, earnings and risk profiles
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certain about the trajectory of the market in the future.

Investors who include some investments utilizing both of

these styles can benefit by having a diversified portfolio.

After all, nobody can look into the future, so bringing

some balance to a portfolio considers any eventuality. 

Warren Buffett, the value investing devotee once said;

“"Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when

others are fearful."  Only time will tell.

Riding the Wave; Big Tech

During much of the stock market run-up in 2018, growth 

stocks have beaten value stocks. Since 2007, growth has 

outpaced value stocks by a wide margin. That hasn’t been 

consistent in every year, with value outpacing growth in 

2012 and 2016.

Through mid-July of 2018, the growth sector has outpaced 

value by more than 11 percent. Much of the credit for this 

lead can go to the popular tech stocks that have exhibited 

tremendous rallies.

It is believed that rising interest rates can benefit value 

stocks and interest rates have been creeping up.

Value stocks are often favored by those who are less
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Disclaimer: Investment Advisory Services offered through Retirement
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Wealth Solutions and RWA are not affiliated. Investing involves risk

including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can

guarantee a profit or protect against loss in periods of declining values.

Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not

intended as investment advice or to predict future performance. Past

performance does not guarantee future results. Consult your financial

professional before making any investment decision. This information is

designed to provide general information on the subjects covered. It is

not, however, intended to provide specific legal or tax advice and

cannot be used to avoid tax penalties or to promote, market, or

recommend any tax plan or arrangement. Please note that Austin

Wealth Solutions and its affiliates do not give legal or tax advice. You

are encouraged to consult your tax advisor or attorney.
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